Overview

The MSITM Capstone Project allows the student to demonstrate their application of the academic and professional abilities developed as a graduate student. The Capstone challenges students to integrate skills and knowledge of several domains in the program into one project.

Competencies

Capstone

The graduate integrates and synthesizes competencies from across the degree program, thereby demonstrating the ability to participate in and contribute value to the chosen professional field.

Learning

Getting Started

You are one course away from completing your degree! The capstone is a culmination of your work and experience up to this point. This course requires the completion of a capstone prospectus, a capstone report, and a multimedia presentation; this is your performance assessment.

The following steps mark progress through the capstone experience:

1. Develop a prospectus for your project.
2. Submit prospectus for approval.
3. Create detailed report of executed project.
4. Submit the report for grading.
5. Create a multimedia presentation.
6. Submit the presentation for grading.

All necessary templates, waivers, and forms are accessible for download within your assessment. Select Preview to begin. Capstone course mentors and your capstone evaluator are available to help guide you.

Select the “Go to Course Material” button to find Capstone instructions.